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Prospectus for the Further Study of Federal Administrative Law 647–674
—organizational problems 649–659
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—The Control of Discretion 588–600
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National Labor Relations Board: Effect of court decree of specific performance upon power of NLRB to invalidate contract 729–801
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Securities and Exchange Commission: see also Securities

—The Role of Discretion in Administration 544–546
—The Fate of the Separation of powers 547–557
—The Preservation of the Rule of Law Through Judicial Control of Administration 557–569
—The formulation and effectuation of policy through Administration 569–575

AGRICULTURE

Mortgages on Future Crops as Security for Government Loans 93–111
The Sugar Act of 1937: problems of regulating a product dominated by governmental control 930–993

AIRPLANES

Some Implications of the Air Mail Act of 1934 465

ANTI-TRUST LAWS

See also Monopoly
Fair and Effective use of Present Anti-Trust Procedure 1293–1893

APPEAL AND ERROR

See Criminal Law, Administrative Law

ASSIGNMENTS FOR CREDITORS

Statutory Regulation of Assignments for the Benefit of Creditors 944–964
—Execution of the assignment 947–952
—The assignee 952–956
—Realization on Assets 956–959
—Distribution of Dividends 959–962
—Suggested provisions for a model statute 963–964
ASSOCIATIONS
American Medical Association: intolerant attitude toward group medicine 1183
Intra Union Disputes concerning union funds 488

BANKRUPTCY
See also Assignments, Debtor and Creditor
In general: Effect of Bankruptcy on rights of various types of creditors in property unavailable to the debtor 1164-1192
—Incidence of Bankruptcy peculiar to future crop mortgages 105-108
Foreign: Recognition of Foreign Bankruptcy Discharges 1020
Preferences: Liability of directors of national bank receiving preferential payment from insolvent corporation 840-845
Procedure and Practice: Administrative expenses in successive insolvency proceedings 262-271
Reorganization: Intervention and reorganization proceedings 933-943
—Methods of attacking receiverships 746-766
—Contest of proceedings in toto 747-762
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—Protective committees and reorganization reform 229-247
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—Application of the Securities Act to Protective Committee securities 232-234
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Reorganization: 77: Formulation of a plan under Section 77 247-261
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—Lessors' Claims under bankruptcy act 272-277
Mismanagement Claims in Railroad Reorganizations: Vitalization of trustee's purgatory power under 77 285
Trustees: Personal liability for failure to pay tax claims 837-840

BANKS AND BANKING
In general: Liability of Bank for aiding fiduciary in purchase of non-legal securities 290
Directors' Liability: For receiving preferential payment from insolvent corporation 840-845
Set-off: Right of customer of insolvent bank to set off his deposit against his obligations pledged as collateral security 816-831
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Broad protection given the true owner, under Anglo-American Rules, against liability and loss of title 871-880
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Full faith and credit: Applicability to a foreign decree affecting local property interests 1400

Home Rule: see also Public Authority
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—Street Parades 427-431

Unfair Competition: Constitutionality of statute prohibiting sales at less than cost 1291
The brokerage provision of the Robinson-Patman Act 1297
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The Rule of Law in our Case-Law of Contract 1243-1271
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ASCAP: Faults and virtues 442-450
Copyright reform and the proposed Duffy Bill 433-450
—apportionment of profits 444-445
—divisibility of copyright 435
—widespread dissatisfaction with proposed elimination of minimum in the statutory damage clause 435-450
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<tbody>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creditors Management: Liability for mismanagement of debtor corporation 1009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>—incidence of bankruptcy on creditors' rights 1179-1192</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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Bondholders' remedies:
- appointment of receiver 25
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- by special act 14
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Structure 14-19
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Public utility holding company act (1935) 289
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See also Bankruptcy
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Allowance and payment of claims: determination and payment of equity receivership costs after superseding bankruptcy 262-265
Rent claims 272-273
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